References: (APA Format)

Use these references as a guide for all references including those placed in your logbook

- All references should be put in alphabetical order by the first letter.
- If the reference is more than one line indent the second line 2 spaces.
- If hand written, underline italicized words

Journal Articles

Format:
Authors last name, First initial. Middle initial. (Year of publication). Article Title. Journal name, volume number(issue number), page numbers.
- Journal and volume are italicized
- Note: The author may not have a middle initial
- If the print article has a DOI, include it after the page number

Example with 1 author:

Example with 2 authors:

Example with more than 2 authors:

** If you have more than seven authors, list the first six authors followed by an ellipsis and ending with the last author listed. Example: Johnson, M. C., Carlson, M., Hanover, L. E., Chan, X. H., Smith, J. N. H., Kim, H. B., ... Watson, J. M.

Books

Format:
Authors last name, First initial. Middle initial. (Year of publication). Book Title. City, State of Publication in 2 letter abbreviation: Publishing company.
- Book Title is italicized
- Note: The author may not have a middle initial

Example with 1 author:

Example with more than 2 authors and, edition noted:
Website

**Format #1, includes author:**
Authors last name, First initial. Middle initial. (Copyright or Last Revision date). Article Title. Source/Title of webpage. Retrieved on date, URL.

- *Source/Title of webpage is italicized*
- Note: The author may not have a middle initial
- If an item provides no Date information, simply write n.d. in the parentheses. Example: Thompson, C. F. (n.d.).

**Example with author:**

**Format #2, author unknown:**
Article Title. (Copyright or Last Revision date). Source/Title of Webpage. Retrieved on date, URL.

- *Source/Title of Webpage is italicized*
- If an item provides no Date information, simply write n.d. in the parentheses. Example: Thompson, C. F. (n.d.).

**Example with author unknown:**

**Internal Citations: (APA Format)**

- When mentioning the author in the text of your sentence, provide the author's last name, immediately followed by the date in parentheses. Example: Johnson (2008) argues that...

- When not mentioning the author in the text of your sentence, provide the author and date at the end of the sentence in parentheses. Example: ... hypothetical results (Johnson, 2008).

**2 Authors:**
- Always cite both authors' names in-text every time you reference them. Example: Johnson and Smith (2009) found...

**3+ Authors:**
- Provide all the authors' last names when you first refer to a document with 3-5 authors. Only list the first author with the Latin abbreviation "et al." for any subsequent references. Example:
  - Jones, Chavez, Jackson, and Chen (2010) duplicated...
  - Jones et al. (2010) further described...